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Abstract 

Mathematical Theory of Evidence (MTE)1,2 extended for possibilistic platform3,4 enables modelling and processing uncertainty. 
It enables upgrading new models and solving crucial problems in many disciplines. Evidence combining scheme as mechanism 
enriching initial data informative context is useful in many cases. In nautical applications, for example, it can be exploited in 
order to make a fix and evaluate its accuracy. MTE delivers new unique opportunity once one engages possibilistic concept. 
Approaches towards theoretical evaluation of tasks including imprecise nautical data were already proposed. Nevertheless one of 
important issue that is indication and evaluation of a measurement systematic error remain unexplored. In nautical practice in 
order to calculate fixed correction one has to know directions or distances to a landmarks. Engaging MTE apparatus in order to 
cope with random and systematic errors is the main topic of the paper. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of KES International. 
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1. Introduction 

Plenty of various qualities of data are available in marine navigation. Most frequently are used: indications meant 
as fixed position delivered by navigational aids, bearings, distances etc. All of them include systematic and random 
errors, which affect result of reasoning on the true position of the ship in different way. In order to get rid of the 
fixed deviation one can engage different inconvenient approaches once position fixing is considered5. Nonetheless 
knowing systematic errors of all nautical instruments and aids is required. The knowledge should be regularly 
validated. Constant error evaluation engages reference value that can be readily available or calculated. Taking 
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distances to landmarks situated at counter bearings delivers opportunity to identify fix deflection of the measuring 
device. Systematic errors affect position fixing thus they should be managed.  

Mathematical Theory of Evidence provide new approach towards modelling and processing uncertain data. 
Question that arises is whether it can be used for coping with systematic deflection. Positive answer is included in 
this paper. 

 
Nomenclature 

 standard deviation of a random variable distribution function 
 i random error of i-th observation 
d systematic error of measured distance 

m(..) credibility mass assigned to a fuzzy location vector 
m mean error of an isoline 
m(ei) belief function (belief assignment) related to i-th piece of evidence (measurement) 
bel belief value, one of measures exploited in Mathematical Theory of Evidence 
pl plausibility value, another measure exploited in Mathematical Theory of Evidence 

ij(xk) membership grade of xk point within j-th set related to i-th observation. Fuzzy location vector consists of 
grades for all points from the hypothesis frame 

 

2. Navigational observations 

Result of taking distance delivers imprecise value. The measurement contains systematic deflection and random 
error (see figure 1). It is widely assumed that random errors are governed by Gaussian distribution or take form of 
histogram that is empirical diagram of various tests outputs. 

Standard deviation is one of basic parameter of the bell function. In nautical science crisp valued standard 
deviations of measurements are considered inadequate. In recent navigation books5 measurement mean error is 
described as imprecise interval value usually as: [ ˉd; 

+
d] (herein letter d denotes taken measurement, distance in 

particular). Being interested in an isoline possible deflection one considers interval [ mˉd; m+
d] established along 

gradient direction. Since gradient module is equal to one for distance isoline both before mentioned parameters are 
of the same meaning. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Result of taking distance delivers imprecise value that is usually randomly and systematically distorted 

Seafarers know that mean error of a distance measured with radar variable range marker is a function of the 
obtained value and is said to be within the interval of [ 1%; 1.5%] of the measurement. Taken distance of 10 Nm 
is a random variable with mean error inside the range of [ 1; 1.5] cables. 

With fuzzy arithmetic notation the latest can be rewritten as a quad (-1.5;-1; 1; 1.5)6. It means fuzzy value with 
core of [-1; 1] cables and support of [-1.5; 1.5] cables. Figure 2 shows dashed curve that is membership function that 
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returns possibility of certain point inclusion into [-md; +md] range. Mean error estimates standard deviation (square 
root of a variance) of the distribution. Figure 2 also shows interval valued limits of confidence intervals related to 
two distribution functions. In confidence range a measurement falls with certain probability. It is assumed that 
confidence intervals are symmetrically placed around the mean. Confidence equal to 0.68, for Gauss probability 
density function, is related to the interval of [-md; +md]. Since confidence intervals have imprecise limits the last can 
rewritten as: ]];[],;[[ dddd mmmm . 

 

Fig. 2. Modeling imprecise measurements data invokes probabilistic and possibilistic approaches 

Two distribution functions related to the same observation, introduce imprecision that is usually expressed by a 
fuzzy value or fuzzy set. Figure 2 shows trapezoid-like membership function that locates adjacent distances within 
the defined set. The function returns possibility regarding given x, it attributes x degree of its inclusion within the set. 
For example abscissa: x = 0.5 md fully belongs to the given set, contrary to another point x = md, its inclusion within 
the set is partial since degree of its membership is equal to 0.5. Different membership functions intended for nautical 
applications were discussed by the author in his previous publications7,8. 

The paper is devoted to the new idea to be followed in terrestrial navigation. Graphic presentation of the main 
idea of the considered problem is presented in figure 3. It is assumed that two distances for two landmarks are taken. 
Distances were established for objects located at opposite sides of the observer location. Thus isolines gradient 
directions are opposite and collinear. The scheme is usually followed in order to identify systematic deflection of the 
measuring device, which usually is a radar. 

bdd ddd
21

   (1) 

where: 
d is permanent, systematic error of taken distances, it is usually assumed to be of the same value for both 

measurements 

id  is random error of the i-th distance 

di is distance to i-th landmark 
 

Scheme of errors distributions are depicted in the exploded insertion in figure 3. Segment db with endpoints lying 
at straight line and marked by both distances is explored. Objective is to locate a point at the line segment for which 
maximum probability of representing the true distances is assigned. The point is expected to enable solution to 
equation defined by formula (1). 

More precisely equation (1) is to be solved with respect to d. In the expression random components 1d and 

2d are unknown. They can be estimated using MTE that enables inclusion knowledge, imprecision and uncertainty 
into processing scheme. Solution that receives maxima of belief and plausibility measures determine random errors. 
Given those solution, the problem seems trivial once both deflections systematic and random are treated separately. 
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The latest is usually not the case, joining treatment of the two errors are encountered while exploiting uncertain 
evidence for position fixing as it was presented by the author in is previous publications8,9. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Graphical interpretation of two imprecise measurements, distorted with systematic error, taken to objects situated at opposite directions 

Alternative approach towards systematic error evaluation comes out of formula (2). It assumes that measurements 
are free from systematic errors. Instead the formula requires covering existing gap in between isolines with 
artificially increased mean errors. It can be further solved by searching for maxima of belief and plausibility 
measures for given set of hypothesis points. Herein it is suggested that solution to equation (1) can be achieved 
through sufficient increment of isolines random deflections. Iterative increment of means errors for both distances 
enables identification of systematic error. The statement will be proven in further part of the paper. 

bdidi dmCmC
21

   (2) 

Solution to expression (2) can be obtained with Mathematical Theory of Evidence. Starting from initial mean 
errors values iterative evidence combination algorithm is performed. During iterations mean errors values are 
increased with inconsistency, belief and plausibility measures recorded. Once maximum of belief/plausibility is 
obtained the process stops provided satisfying level of inconsistency is observed. 

3. Imprecise nautical evidence encoding 

In navigation an isoline projected to the plane joins points of equal bearing, distance or horizontal angel. Isoline 
of a distance is a circle with the center in landmark position. It is assumed that mean errors of taken distances 
distribution are the same for observations taken with the same radar or another device. These are imprecise measures 
that are known a priori and can be exploited in a posteriori analyses once proposed approach is engaged. 

In possibilistic approach uncertain evidence is represented with sets and masses of confidence attributed to these 
sets. Sets embrace relations between hypothesis and evidence spaces. Relations can be binary or fuzzy ones. Fuzzy 
sets embrace grades expressing possibilities of belonging of consecutive hypothesis items to the sets related to each 
piece of evidence. Therefore appropriate relations between considered spaces are encoded into evidence 
representation, which takes the form specified by formula (3)10,11. 

)))}((),((,))),((),({()(m 11 kinikinkiikii xefxxefxe   (3) 
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In presented application evidence representation consists of pairs: fuzzy vectors representing locations of a set of 
points within sets related to each piece of evidence – degrees of confidence assigned to these vectors. Degrees of 
confidence reflect probability of true isoline being located within given strip area. Strip areas are related to 
confidence intervals established for probability distribution functions. For bell function they are usually assumed as: 
single, double (see figure 4) and triple of standard deviation. As already mentioned results of statistical 
investigations regarding measurements distributions are range valued. 

Two example fragments of probability distribution functions, limits of imprecise confidence intervals and 
hypothesis frame points numbered from left (x1) to right (x9) are presented in figure 4. Set of application output 
values is also included in the illustration. Respective membership grades for nine hypothesis points along with their 
credibility masses are shown in table 1. The table, in the rightmost column contains values of function:

))(( kiji xef , see formula (3). The function expresses credibility attributed to particular fuzzy set, one of related 

to i-th observation and j-th confidence interval. In nautical applications and for the situation presented in figure 4 
relation described by formula (4) is valid. 

 

Fig. 4. Scheme of two isolines, their distributions, interval valued limits of mean errors and example frame of discernment 

d

d

mj

mj
ikiji xPKxef

)1(

)())((   (4) 

where: 
Pi(x)  is i-th measurement probability density function (see also formula (5a)) 
K  is a constant that assures that sum of all masses within a single belief function is equal to one. 

 
Table 1 embraces two data sets, that are separated by a horizontal line. Both sets are said to be belief functions or 

belief assignments [3], each refers to single observation, taken distance in particular. Four confidence intervals with 
imprecise limits were established in the vicinity of the measured distances. Therefore integral of )(xPi distribution 
function is to be used instead of a single probability value. Additional vector consisting of all one grades expresses 
uncertainty, doubtfulness regarding given measurement. 

In Mathematical Theory of Evidence belief structures, that are normalized belief functions3,12, combination is 
carried out1. During combination all pairs of location vectors5 are associated and product of involved masses is 
assigned to the result set. Obtained assignment is supposed to increase informative context of the initial structures. 
Association of structures embracing measurements data and related knowledge is assumed to result in systematic 
error establishing. The goal can be achieved provided association of sets enables selection of common points located 
within intersection of introduced ranges. Adequate selection can be made with T-norm operations6 used during 
association. 
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The simplest T-norm results in smaller values being taken from consecutive pairs of elements in associating 
vectors. This operation is used in numerical examples further presented in the paper. 

 
 

     Table 1. Two examples of uncertain evidence, related to two observations, representations.  

 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 m(..) 
)(11 ix  {1.00 0.99 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00} 0.615 
)(12 ix  {0.00 0.00 0.95 0.99 0.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00} 0.245 
)(13 ix  {0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.99 0.95 0.31 0.00} 0.036 
)(14 ix  {0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.68 0.99} 0.004 
)(1 iu x  {1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1} 0.1 
)(21 ix  {0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.72 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00} 0.546 
)(22 ix  {0.98 0.99 0.99 0.94 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00} 0.218 
)(23 ix  {0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00} 0.036 
)(2 iu x  {1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1} 0.2 

    )( iiu x  stands for uncertainty vector 
Results of combination can be further examined in order to calculate probabilities of representing the true 

distance by each of hypothesis frame points. In the final solution point with maximum support plausibility value is 
selected. Support belief and plausibility measures may be calculated using scheme presented by the author in his 
recent publications3, 9. 

Results of iterative combinations of normalized initial functions shown in table 1 are presented in table 2. In the 
first row there are data obtained at the initial stage of calculations. In this case sum of isolines mean errors (leftmost 
column) are smaller than existing gap between considered lines. As a consequence inconsistency is rather high; 
additionally maxima of belief and plausibility refer to various points. Inconsistency occurs when greater than zero 
mass is assigned to empty set. Exploited T-norm is a null producing operation. Is should be noticed that high 
inconsistency value indicates presence of a systematic error. In last four rows of table 2 maximum belief and 
plausibility values were obtained for the same point considered as solution, the point is marked in figure 4. 

  Table 2. Results of iterative combination of normalized belief function presented in table 1 

Ci md1, Ci md2 
isolines errors  

[cables] 

maximum  
belief 

maximum 
plausibility 

distance 
correction 
[cables] 

uncertainty 

0.5, 1.0 0.068 0.427 +0.40 0.350 
0.67, 1.33 0.080 0.676 +0.60 0.045 
0.70, 1.40 0.150 0.650 +0.60 0.045 
0.74, 1.47 0.187 0.623 +0.60 0.048 
0.78, 1.54 0.163 0.609 +0.60 0.048 

 
Except for the first row uncertainty that includes inconsistency remains low but tends to increase in the next 

iterations carried out for increased mean errors beyond presented range. Belief and plausibility are rather high; they 
reach their maxima for the same point. Mentioned items are considered as parameters indicating conditions for 
breaking the loop. It also should be noted that value of result systematic error remains constant in a few last stages 
of calculations. 

Based on above remarks stopping condition in algorithm calculating systematic error takes form of the following 
conjunction: bdidi dmCmC 21  AND bp_max AND inconsistency < T, where bp_max identifies reaching 
maxima by belief and plausibility measures and T is inconsistency threshold value. 
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4. Coping with systematic errors 

The first attempt to cope with the important navigational issue that is the calibration of nautical devices was 
suggested in the author’s paper13. Calibration refers to the indication and calculation of a permanent deflection 
incorporated into measurements made with a compass. The problem was solved with MTE, meaning that properties 
of combination process involving evidence distorted with systematic error must have been examined. The presented 
numerical examples and concluded remarks can be useful and utilized in applications based on fuzzy evidence 
association. This paper expands the idea, it improves generality of the rational by introducing important lemma that 
is proven in the last part of the presentation. 

The concept of exploiting encoded evidence that embraces facts and knowledge in supporting decisions in 
navigation is based on measurement distribution. Introduced confidence intervals define the probabilities of true 
isolines being located within appropriate strips established around obtained measurement and plotted along gradient 
directions. Modified interval probabilities (see constant K in formula (4)) are incorporated into belief assignments 
that enable the modelling of uncertain and imprecise data. Imprecision is due to random errors but systematic 
deflections occur quite often. The identification of a permanent measurement shift is an important practical issue. 
To reduce the effects of the systematic shift one should have observations made for landmarks situated at opposite 
directions or exploit differential concept. Results of the combination of evidence distorted with fixed errors feature 
interesting property that can be further used to get rid of their effect. The property is specified by the below 
presented lemma. 

Lemma 
Belief and plausibility measures that are calculated based on results of the combination of two pieces of 
evidence related to two random variables 1 and 2 governed by Gaussian distributions with 
approximate standard deviations 1 and 2 for which appropriate isolines are separated with Euclidean 
distance d( 1, 2) and those obtained from association of evidence related to random variables 3 and 

4 and governed by the same distributions with approximate standard deviations C 1 and C 2 with 
isolines being separated with d( 3, 4) = C d( 1, 2) are mutually dependent on the factor that is a 
function on C. 

In more practical way one can specify the problem as follows: 

Given:  

Two belief structures upgraded for random variables: 1 governed by normal distribution P1(m1, x); 

2 governed by distribution P2(m2, x). Variables are distortions of two observations that projected on the 
plane appear as isolines separated, along collinear gradients (for example see figure 3) with distance:  
d( 1, 2) ≤ m1+m2. Structures embraces fuzzy sets due to interval valued standard deviations that are 
respectively: [m 1; m

+
1] and [m 2; m

+
2] . 

Another pair of belief structures upgraded for random variables: 3 governed by normal distribution 
P’1(C m1, x); 4 governed by distribution P’2(C m2, x). Both variables represent distortions of measurements 
that projected on the plane are separated (along collinear gradients) with distance:  
d( 3, 4) ≤ C (m1+ m2) Structures consist of fuzzy sets due to interval valued standard deviations that are 
respectively: [C m 1; C m+

1] and [C m 2; C m+
2]. 

Objective: 

What is a relation between results of combinations for the first and for the second pairs of belief structures. 

Figure 5 presents graphical interpretation of the lemma; it depicts two options considered in the statement that are 
marked as a) and b). Results of combinations described respectively with xs and C xs are also presented. Two 
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diagrams shown in figure 5 will be exploited to proof the lemma. Let’s start with probability density functions valid 
for option a) and b) as presented in illustration. Respective bell functions takes formulae shown in expression (5). 

Further it will be shown that for the two cases belief functions are virtually the same although prepared for 
different domains. Second domain is expanded by factor C comparing with the first one. Based on formula (5) one 
can define belief masses, which example values are shown in the rightmost column of table 1. In the first chapter it 
was stated that in the vicinity of the measured valued strips related to consecutive adjacent confidence intervals with 
limits [al, bl) should be used instead of single point probability values. Thus cumulative probabilities are to be used. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Two diagrams illustrating above introduced lemma 
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Expression (6) gives specifications of belief masses for both considered cases and for selected confidence 
intervals. It should be noted that all masses are to sum up to one to make the assignment valid. 
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where: 
}{ ijm   is a set of belief masses obtained from random variable distribution function related to i-th observation and 

j-th selected interval. Confidence intervals probabilities are multiplied by complement of the uncertainty 
mass 

{ inm }  means single element set related to uncertainty 
In the approach possibility theory is exploited. To make the rational justified limits for standard deviations for 

two cases are described by formula (7). Presented ranges ensure that membership grades are the same for both 
situations for which following is observed: )()( ))

k
b
ijk

a
ij xCx . It is to be noted that membership functions 

introduce further diversity to belief and plausibility values calculated for hypothesis frame points. Detailed rational 
on various membership functions in nautical applications was presented in the previous paper delivered by the 
author8. 

],[
],[)

],[
],[)

22

11

22

11

mCmC
mCmCb

mm
mma    (7) 

Expressions (5), (6) and (7) define two equal belief functions although defined within different domains, which 
are represented by sets: {xk} and {C xk}. Finally simplified formulae (8) are applied to calculate plausibility of 
representing the true distance by each point out of the hypothesis frames for each of considered cases. It defines 
values of plausibility measure as sum of products of masses and membership grades included in both combined 
pairs of belief structures. 
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kkk
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qpxCxCxCpl
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  (8) 

Assuming validity of Eqs. (7) and (6) one can conclude on equality )(')( kk xCplxpl that holds for two 
considered situations. The last relation indicates important practical relations between solutions to expressions (1) 
and (2). The two cases refers to respective situations in which the first one involves observations that are distorted 
with random errors, and the second one additionally includes systematic deflection. The equality shows relations 
between plausibility values calculated for both cases, therefore it delivers proof for introduced lemma. In another 
publication9 the author pointed at plausibility measure as a primary factor in position fixing scheme of calculations. 

Consequently formulae (9) describing locations of maxima for both considered cases is also valid. 
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xCxCplxb
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   (9) 

5. Summary and conclusions 

Results of combination of evidence related to two random variables that projected on the plane are separated by 
certain distance, were presented in the paper. Considered variables referred to isolines related to distances taken for 
two objects situated at opposite directions. Both variables might be distorted with systematic error. 

Identifying permanent measurement shift is an important nautical issue. To practically prove included 
proposition, results of the combination of evidence related to two pairs of random variables represented by distances 
taken to different landmarks were considered. Example variables referred to isolines related to the distances taken 
for two objects located at counter bearings. Permanent error identification can be achieved with iterative imprecise 
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evidence combination scheme. In each step proportional increment of isolines mean errors takes place. Iterations 
quit once maximum belief and plausibility measures are recorded for the same hypothesis point while the mass of 
inconsistency remains low. 

Calculating support belief multiple point presence within given intersection of ranges causes that the measure for 
each of points is significantly reduced. Number of the hypothesis frame points should be adjusted to mean error of 
an isoline. Very small belief values identify wrong relation between the points gap and mean error of engaged 
isolines. 

Benefits that can come out of the presented lemma were shown with examples devoted to radar range error 
calculation. Two pieces of evidence, one free from systematic error and another distorted with this kind of 
deflection, were associated. Results of combinations were confronted in order to mine for general practical aspects. 
The outcome empirically proved the correctness of the presented lemma and enabled calibration of the navigational 
aid. Utilization of the lemma for position fixing based upon multiple observations taken with the same tool and 
possibly distorted with systematic error is straightforward. 
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